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FPTP is a winner-take-all system of voting, but Pro Rep makes every vote count. No more 
strategic voting or “wasted votes.”
Under our current voting system, a minority of votes (ex. 40%) can get 100% of the power. Under 
Pro Rep, 40% of the votes = 40% of the seats.
If a majority of people vote for Pro Rep, we’ll get to “try it before we buy it.” After two elections 
with Pro Rep, we’ll vote again on whether or not to keep the new system.
There are more democracies in the world using Pro Rep than FPTP, and no country has ever 
reverted from Pro Rep back to FPTP. Over 90 countries in the world use Pro Rep.

BC residents have an important decision to make, and we’re here to help. British Columbia is having a 
referendum on what voting system we should use for provincial elections. Registered voters will 
receive a voting package in the mail starting October 22. We need decide to either keep our current 
voting system, First-Past-the-Post, or switch to a new voting system: Proportional Representation.

The referendum ballot will have two questions:
1.    You’ll be asked if you support moving to Proportional Representation or prefer   
       to stick with the current First-Past-the-Post (FPTP) system.
2.    You’ll be asked to rank the three proposed systems of Proportional 
       Representation in order of your preference.

You don’t have to answer the second question or rank all three systems if you don’t want to. The most 
important part of this referendum is to vote yes to Pro Rep! For resources on how each system would 
work, visit 

Pro Rep vs. First Past the Post (FPTP)
 

“Changing elected leaders every few years can change some things, but changing the way we 
choose our leaders will change the quality of leadership we receive.” 

Pro Rep guarantees we get a government that resembles what we voted for. Proportional 
Representation means the amount of votes a party gets equals the amount of seats they get in 
the Legislature.
 
Every vote counts.

-Khelsilem, Squamish Nation Council

We see policy outcomes favourable to the environment in Pro Rep 
jurisdictions across the globe, regardless of which particular system 
of Pro Rep is used. All three options increase the reflection of voters’ 
wishes in the Legislature; no matter which system of Pro Rep is 
chosen, it’s still better than FPTP.

For a comprehensive look at the evidence for Pro Rep with cited references, visit 
https://www.fairvote.ca/a-look-at-the-evidence/

 sierraclub.bc.ca/voteprbc.
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higher voter turnout,
reduced income inequality,
higher levels of human development,
greater tolerance of diversity,
a less punitive approach to law enforcement,
greater respect for privacy, and
lower levels of conflict and militarism.

Pro Rep also outperforms FPTP on a host of other measures, including:
 

“Pro Rep delivers improved satisfaction with democracy, improved representation of women 
and minorities, [and] incredibly strong economic performance. It’s correlated with increased 
growth in the GDP, decreased government debt and improved environmental performance. It 
accomplishes these things by bringing more voices into the legislative conversation.”

A shrinking share of global carbon emissions in Pro Rep jurisdictions.
Countries using Pro Rep ratified the Kyoto protocol much more quickly.
Pro Rep jurisdictions scored six points higher on Yale University’s Environmental Performance 
Index, which includes measures of environmental health, air quality, resource management, 
biodiversity and habitat, forestry, fisheries, agriculture and climate change.
Climate policy requires long term planning, and Pro Rep contributes to collaborative processes 
that foster longer term planning.
Pro Rep policies are built using input from every geographic region of the province and gives 
more of a voice to rural and northern communities, who are traditionally underrepresented.
A proportional electoral system is highly responsive to voters and would motivate MLAs to 
speak up more for local concerns and have more local accountability.

Benefits of Proportional Representation

-Antony Hodgson, President of Vote PR BC

Vote for Pro Rep and help BC pave a new way forward toward more accountable, democratic, 
responsible and transparent decision making, for the benefit of all British Columbians. 
 
Don’t delay – mail your ballot by November 26 to make sure it gets counted!                              
Elections BC will only count ballots they receive by 
4:30 pm on November 30.
 
 
For a comprehensive look at the evidence for Pro Rep with cited references, visit 
https://www.fairvote.ca/a-look-at-the-evidence/

Learn more at sierraclub.bc.ca/voteprbc

Pro Rep is good for the environment. Jurisdictions with Pro Rep score significantly higher on a 
number of measures of environmental stewardship, including:
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